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AeroPress®

The AeroPress coffee maker utilizes a breakthrough in 
coffee press technology to yield the smoothest, richest 
coffee you will ever taste.
 
Rich Taste: Low acidity and no bitterness
Quick: Brews in under a minute
Easy: Just a few simple steps
Fast Clean Up: Takes seconds
Grit Free: Brews a “clean” cup with no grit 

AeroPress® Go™
The AeroPress Go travel coffee maker fuels an active 
lifestyle by giving busy travelers everything they need to 
conveniently brew superb coffee anywhere they want.

All the benefits of an AeroPress, plus: 
Ultimate Coffee Anywhere: Ideal for travel, camping, 
boating and at the office
Tough Traveler: Durable and compact
Save Money: Avoid coffee shop costs
Good To Go: Mug and all accessories included
Delicious Taste: Free yourself from hotel coffee



Posters from AeroPress Championships around the world.

World AeroPress Championship

The W.A.C. is a fan-organized competition in which 
competitors vie to brew the most delicious cup of coffee 
using an AeroPress coffee maker and their own unique 

recipe. Winners of Championships held in 60 countries 
competed in 2018 at the 11th annual W.A.C. in Sydney. 
To learn more: www.worldaeropresschampionship.com. 

How it works:

1. Add coffee

Stand chamber on a sturdy mug and 
put 1 scoop of fine drip grind coffee 
in chamber.
Fine grind allows for quick brew time.

3. Press

Stir 10 seconds. Insert plunger and 
press gently for 20-40 seconds.
A short brewing time means big flavor 

without bitterness.

2. Add water

Add 175ºF (80ºC) hot water 
to       on chamber.
Brewing with lower-temperature water 

ensures smooth, low-acid coffee free of 

bitterness.

4. Clean up

Remove filter cap, push 
plunger to eject used coffee puck, 
and rinse the rubber seal.
Fast, easy cleanup saves time and water.
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